UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
MASTERCLASS SERIES
EVERY WEDNESDAY STARTING AT 4:30 PM
SUMMER 2020
@ UC_PRECOLLEGESCHOLARS

UC APPLICATION TIMELINE
Completing the UC application is a process that takes time. Plan ahead and learn how to break apart the application into manageable pieces.

Audience: Rising seniors
Click to join!

FINDING AND CHOOSING A MAJOR
With 700+ options to choose from at UC, how do you find the major (or set of majors) that is right for you? Get advice from our academic planning experts.

Advance registration required!

UC FINANCIAL RESOURCES
Overwhelmed by the price associated with pursuing a UC education? Learn about resources like financial aid calculators and tips to minimize your direct costs!

Click to join!

PIQ STRATEGIES
What's your unique story? Discover techniques to amplify your voice, interests and experiences when answering the Personal Insight Questions.

Audience: Rising seniors
Advance registration required!

SELECTING YOUR UC CAMPUS(ES)
Need help with building your UC campus list? Understand factors you should consider before applying to a particular campus.

Advance registration required!

UC DREAMERS
At UC, undocumented students can find a nurturing environment and validating campus community. Explore programs and resources designed to help dreamers apply, transition and succeed at UC!

Click to join!
Password: 808089

HEALTH SCIENCES SPOTLIGHT
Interested in pursuing a career in the health sciences? Hear from current graduate students as they reflect upon their journey and path to medical school.

Click to join!
Password: UCSF

ACTIVITIES AND LEADERSHIP
Learn how to highlight your leadership and extra-curricular activities on the UC application.

Audience: Rising seniors
Click to join!
Password: 55896

FIRSTGEN INSIGHTS
Hear firsthand from FirstGen undergraduate students as they share their tips on the application preparation process and describe their experience transitioning to UC.

Click to join!
Password: 257688

UC PASSPORT
What's it like to be a UC student? Join us for a tour across the entire UC system and hear about campus life and traditions from current students and campus ambassadors.

Advance registration required!